HOW TO BET GOLF

The most basic form of golf betting involves picking the
winner of a tournament. The Odawa Casino Sportsbook
will list Money Lines on several individual golfers along
with a field (all others) option, at various odds.
For example, Rory McIlroy may be listed at 2-1, Bubba
Watson at 25-1, Tommy Fleetwood at 100-1, etc. If you
bet $10 on Watson at 25-1 and he goes on to win the
tournament, you win $250 plus your $10 back, for a total
payoff of $260.
EXAMPLE:
BET

GOLFER

ODDS

94001

Rory McIlroy

2-1

94002

Bubba Watson

25-1

94003

Tommy Fleetwood

100-1

MATCHUP PROPOSITIONS: Another popular form of
golf betting involves matchup propositions, in which two
golfers are paired against each other in a head-to-head
wager with a betting line on each golfer. The golfer with
the better (lower) score wins the matchup. If one golfer
continues play in the tournament after his opponent
misses the cut, the golfer who continues play wins
the matchup.
For example, a matchup may pit Watson (-125) against
Rickie Fowler (+105). If you bet $125 on the favored
Watson, the payoff would be $100 plus your $125 back,
for a total of $225. If you bet $100 on the underdog
Fowler the payoff would be $105 plus your $100 back, for
a total of $205.
EXAMPLE:
BET

GOLFER

ODDS

92001

Bubba Watson

-125

92002

Rick Fowler

+105

GROUP PROPOSITIONS: Some matchups pit one (usually
very good) golfer against two or more others. For example,
McIlroy may be pitted against Bubba Watson, Jason Day
and Jordan Spieth. To determine the winner, the lowest
score of the entire group is considered the winner. Extra
Holes count towards determining a winner in Matchup.

In major tournaments, the Odawa Casino Sportsbook
may offer odds on golf propositions, such as the Over/
Under on the winning score, the Over/Under on the
lowest round by any golfer or the Over/Under on the
finishing position by a particular golfer. For example, the
Over/Under on McIlroy’s finishing position may be 3 ½.
If he finishes first, second or third in the tournament, the
“Under” wins; if he finishes fourth or worse, the “Over”
tickets win.
Your golfer must tee off in the tournament for “Action”
(meaning once he tees off, you will either win or lose
your bet). If for some reason he does not tee off, this is
usually considered “No Action” and tickets are refunded.
In head-to-head matchup propositions, both golfers must
tee off for Action.
OFF THE BOARD PARLAYS (FOR ALL SPORTS): These
wagers are calculated using true odds payoffs. If you
bet four teams off the board and all of them are listed
at -110, your payout would be 13.3 for 1, which is more
generous than the parlay card payout of 12 for 1.

